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Abstract

Histograms are used in almost every aspect of image processing and computer vision, from visual

descriptors to image representations. Histogram Intersection Kernel (HIK) and SVM classifiers are shown

to be very effective in dealing with histograms. This paper presents contributions concerning HIK SVM

for image classification. Firstly, we propose Intersection Coordinate Descent (ICD), a deterministic and

scalable HIK SVM solver. ICD is much faster than, and has similar accuracies with, general purpose

SVM solvers and other fast HIK SVM training methods. We also extend ICD to the efficient training of a

broader family of kernels. Secondly, we show an important empirical observation that ICD is not sensitive

to the C parameter in SVM, and we provide some theoretical analyses to explain this observation. ICD

achieves high accuracies using its default parameters in many problems. This is an attractive property

for practitioners, because many image processing tasks are too large to choose SVM parameters using

cross-validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the Histogram Intersection Kernel (HIK) has attracted a lot of attentions in the image

processing and computer vision community. The success of HIK can be attributed to at least two important

factors:

• First, histograms are frequently used in solving problems from these domains. At the feature level,

many visual descriptors are histograms of various image measurements, e.g., SIFT [1], HOG [2] and

other earlier descriptors based on histograms of local oriented gradients [3], [4], CENTRIST [5],
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or histogram of LBP [6], just to name a few. At the image level, histogram is also a popular

representation, e.g., color histogram [7], [4] or bag of visual words [8].

• Second, it is shown that HIK, as a measure for comparing the similarity (or dissimilarity) of two

histograms, achieves better performances in various machine learning tasks than other commonly

used measures, e.g., the `2 distance or the RBF kernel. HIK is shown to have higher accuracies in

SVM classification [9], [10], [5], and in the clustering of histograms [5].

HIK becomes even more attractive because of the recent algorithms that make it run very fast [10],

[5]. It is shown that for constant values ci and input histograms xi, the term

f(q) =

n∑
i=1

ciκHI(q,xi) (1)

can be computed in O(d) steps, where {xi}ni=1 are a set of n d-dimensional histograms, q is a query

histogram, and

κHI(x,y) =

d∑
j=1

min(xj , yj) (2)

is the histogram intersection kernel. Although the relative effectiveness of HIK and other measures for

comparing histogram (e.g., the χ2 kernel) have not been extensively compared, fast computing of Eqn. 1

makes HIK attractive.

HIK is often used together with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. It is a valid kernel

if the feature vectors only contain non-negative integer values [9]. It is also shown to be conditionally

positive definite [11]. These facts guarantee that HIK can be safely used in some SVM solvers.

HIK SVM training using general purpose SVM solvers, however, may take a long time to converge if

the problem has either a large number of examples or a large number of feature dimensions. For example,

LIBSVM took about 5 hour to learn an HIK SVM on a problem with 1515 examples and 62000 feature

dimensions on a computer with 3GHz CPU. Nowadays we may work with hundreds of thousands of

images and tens of thousands of feature dimensions on a daily basis. It is critical to have an HIK SVM

solver that is both fast and scalable, and also provides accurate classifiers.

One potential rival for HIK SVM is linear SVM. Linear (dot-product) SVM has some special structures

that have been exploited to provide super-fast linear SVM solvers, e.g., dual coordinate descent [12] and

Pegasos [13]. These linear SVM solvers can solve large problems (e.g., with millions of examples) very

efficiently (in the order of seconds). Besides having fast training algorithms, the dot-product kernel (i.e.,

linear SVM) usually has similar accuracies to other complex non-linear kernels when the number of
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feature dimensions is very large. Linear SVM is frequently used in text classification, a domain that can

easily have millions of feature dimensions.

Classification of images, however, exhibits different properties than text classification. We often deal

with a large (but not too large) number of feature dimensions (e.g., from thousands to tens of thousands).

Linear SVM, although very fast during both training and testing, usually has lower accuracies than non-

linear kernels in this case. In particular, when the feature vectors are natural histograms, linear SVM

generally has much lower accuracies than the HIK SVM. It is important to design an HIK SVM training

method that can deal with millions of examples in a few seconds. In this paper, we propose the ICD

method for this purpose.

Specifically, the following contributions are made to HIK SVM learning:

1) We propose ICD, a fast HIK SVM solver. ICD solves the SVM problem without re-encoding the

input (which is a necessary step in state-of-the-art methods like [11] and [14]). It explicitly finds the

feature space decision boundary, while the computations are carried out in the input space efficiently.

ICD is a deterministic algorithm and do not need to choose a learning rate for optimization. We

show that ICD not only converges faster than the PWLSGD method [11], but also achieves higher

accuracies.

The ICD method was originally published in [15] as a conference presentation. In this paper, we

will generalize ICD to deal with the exponential histogram intersection kernel and other related

kernels (cf. Section III-E). We will also compare the quantization based approach of ICD with the

approximate feature mapping approach in [14].

2) We present an important observation that ICD is not sensitive to the SVM regularization parameter

C in practice. Choosing SVM parameters by cross validation is very time consuming, but crucial

for linear and RBF kernels, or the method in [11]. We empirically show that a default value

C = 0.001 leads to excellent classification rates in ICD in almost all datasets we experimented

with, and thus parameter selection is not necessary. We also provide theoretical analyses to explain

this phenomenon.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are surveyed in Section II. We then

present ICD in Section III, and experimental results are shown in Section IV. Section V concludes this

paper with a summary of the pros and cons for ICD, and a discussion of future directions.1

1ICD is implemented in C++ in libHIK, which is available at https://sites.google.com/site/wujx2001/home/libhik.
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II. RELATED WORK

HIK was originally proposed by Swain and Ballard for object recognition [7]. It is further shown to

be a positive definite (PD) kernel when the histograms only contain natural numbers [9], which makes

HIK suitable for SVM learning. In a slightly different route, HIK is shown to be a conditionally positive

definite (CPD) kernel in real-valued cases [11]. A kernel κ is a conditionally positive definite kernel if

it satisfies that
∑n

i=1

∑n
i′=1 cici′κ(xi,xi′) ≥ 0 whenever

∑n
i=1 ci = 0 [16]. In the Proposition 1 of [17],

a relationship between CPD and PD is outlined. Given a symmetric kernel κ and any point x0 in its

domain, a new kernel κ̃ can be defined as: κ̃(x,x′) = 1
2 (κ(x,x′)− κ(x,x0)− κ(x′,x0) + κ(x0,x0)) .

Then, κ is CPD if and only if κ̃ is PD. By setting every dimension of x0 to the minimum value of the

corresponding dimension of a set of examples x1, . . . ,xn, we essentially get the proof for CPD of HIK

in [11].

In an SVM formulation in which a bias term b is used, the KKT condition specifies that
∑n

i=1 αiyi = 0,

where α = (α1, . . . , αn) are the Lagrange multipliers and y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ {−1,+1} are labels of

examples. Even when the feature vectors contain negative entries, it is still safe to use HIK with the SMO-

type solver (e.g., LIBSVM [18]), which maintains that
∑n

i=1 αiyi = 0 during the training process [19].

In short, HIK can be safely used in the support vector machines.

HIK is a suitable similarity measure for comparing two histograms. It achieved higher accuracies

in SVM classification than the linear or RBF kernel [9], [10] in different domains, including object

recognition, object detection, place recognition, and scene recognition. In unsupervised learning tasks,

kernel k-means clustering using HIK was also shown to produce better visual codebooks than the standard

k-means algorithm, and consequently achieved consistently higher accuracies in the resulting bag of visual

words model [5]. It is shown that Eqn. 1 is a generalization of major computational bottlenecks in many

learning tasks related to HIK, including HIK SVM testing, kernel k-means clustering, and one-class HIK

SVM. A naive method takes O(nd) steps to compute Eqn. 1, which is computationally expensive when

either n or d is large. Recently, [10] showed that Eqn. 1 can be computed in O(d log n) steps, and the

complexity is further reduced to O(d) if an approximation is allowed. These methods enable the testing

of HIK SVM classifiers to have the same complexity as that of linear SVM, and make HIK clustering

almost as fast as the standard k-means clustering method.

These computational methods are also applied in fast training of HIK SVM, in which Eqn. 1 turns out

to be the training speed bottleneck again. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used in [11] to train an

HIK SVM. More than 10 fold acceleration can be achieved by using the fast method to compute Eqn. 1.
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This PWLSGD algorithm is based on the stochastic method Pegasos [13]. One drawback is that it is

subtle to choose a learning rate in the gradient descent update, which is important to its success. Also,

SGD methods give different results in different runs on the same dataset.

A feature mapping method was proposed in [14]. For x,x′ ∈ Rd, the feature mapping approach maps

them to x̃ and x̃′ ∈ RNd, where every feature dimension is mapped to a vector in RN and N is a small

integer. The feature mapping is carried out to minimize the difference between κHI(x,x
′) and x̃T x̃′.

Thus, a linear SVM using the mapped vectors is an approximation of the HIK SVM using the original

vectors. Since N is small and there exist fast linear SVM solvers, HIK SVM can be approximately solved

efficiently too.

Another mapping approach was used in [20]. Kernel PCA and Nyström’s approximation are used to

embed one dimension into a vector with low dimensionality. Note that this feature mapping approach

is dependent on the training set, while the method in [14] is data independent. Experiments in [14],

however, have showed that the data dependent kernel PCA mapping generated smaller approximation

errors in feature mapping, but not in the final classification step.

III. INTERSECTION COORDINATE DESCENT

In this section, we proposed ICD, Intersection Coordinate Descent, a machine learning method that

trains support vector machines using the histogram intersection kernel with fast training speed and high

classification accuracy.

A. Details on validity of using HIK in SVM classifiers

In order for a function to be used as a kernel function in a support vector machine, theoretically the

kernel must be positive definite, or at least conditionally positive definite [16].

We use R+ to denote the set of non-negative real numbers. Since HIK is a member within the metric

kernel family, if we confine all feature values to be non-negative (that is, in R+), its positive definiteness

was already proved in [21]. Thus, HIK can be safely used in SVM based classification.

Another way to prove “HIK is PD in R+” is to utilize the Proposition 3 of [22]. This proposition

states that the generalized intersection histogram kernel

κGHI(x,y) =

d∑
j=1

min
{
|xj |β, |yj |β

}
(3)

is PD for all β ≥ 0. By setting β = 1 and assuming feature values are non-negative, this proposition is

equivalent to prove that HIK is PD in R+.
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Although these proofs have been presented in the literature, one common characteristic of them is that

they are quite mathematical, and do not relate to the internal structure of the kernel. In the following, we

present an alternative proof for HIK’s PD property in R+. This proof focuses on the internal structure

in the kernel matrix of HIK, and the intuitions from it eventually lead to the ICD algorithm.

B. Structure of the HIK kernel matrix

For the clarity of presentation, we will always use n to denote the number of data points and d for

the number of feature dimensions in this paper. We denote xi,j as the j-th component of a vector xi.

We will use i or i′ to index a training example, use j to index a feature dimension, and use k to index

possible feature values (e.g., xi,j = k).

Now we prove that HIK is a valid PD kernel for x ∈ Rd+. We first prove this fact for d = 1. Given n

real numbers x1, . . . , xn ∈ R+, we assume that xi ≤ xi′ whenever 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ n without the loss of

generality. Furthermore, we have xi ≥ 0 for any i, based on the assumption that xi ∈ R+. That is, the

feature values are nonnegative, and are supposed to be sorted in the ascending order. Thus, the kernel

matrix K satisfies that

Kii′ = min(xi, xi′) = xmin(i,i′). (4)

It is easy to verify that Λ = RTKR, where R and Λ are defined as:

Rij =


1 if i = j

−1 if i = j − 1

0 otherwise

,Λij =


x1 if i = j = 1

xi − xi−1 if i = j > 1

0 otherwise

.

The triangular matrix R is non-singular since its determinant is 1. Furthermore, the diagonal matrix Λ

is positive semidefinite, since x1 ≥ 0 and xi ≥ xi−1. Thus, we can define Λ1/2 as the element-wise square

root of Λ. It is obvious that Λ1/2 is diagonal, symmetric, non-negative, and Λ1/2Λ1/2 = (Λ1/2)T (Λ1/2) =

Λ.

Furthermore, it is easy to show that K = (R−1)TΛR−1, and R−1 is

R−1
ij =


1 if i ≤ j

0 if i > j

. (5)

Thus, for any vector x ∈ Rd, we can easily verify that xTKx = ‖Λ1/2Rx‖2 ≥ 0. That is, the kernel

matrix K is positive semidefinite. In consequence, κHI is PD when d = 1. The generalization to d > 1

is straightforward, because the sum of Mercer kernels is again another Mercer kernel [23].
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Furthermore, this proof provides intuitions that reveal interesting structures of HIK kernel matrices. One

example will help understand the structure. Consider a 1-dimensional dataset with three scalar examples

{x, y, z} with the assignment x = 1, y = 4, z = 9. Then, K = (R−1)TΛR−1 translates as
1 1 1

1 4 4

1 4 9

 =


1 0 0

1 1 0

1 1 1




1 0 0

0 3 0

0 0 5




1 1 1

0 1 1

0 0 1

 . (6)

The kernel matrix K can be transformed into a diagonal matrix using the R−1 matrix, which has special

triangular structures. This property helps the HIK SVM training process. We will show in Sec. III-C that

the structure of R−1 gives Eqn. 1 a clear interpretation, acting as one of the foundations of the ICD

algorithm.

It is also worth noting that Proposition 3 in [22] can be easily proved using our technique. Using the

same technique, it is easy to prove that Eqn. 7 is a PD kernel in R, which we name as exponential

histogram intersection kernels (eHIK):

κeHI(x,y) =

d∑
j=1

exp (γmin(xj , yj)) , (7)

in which γ is a scaling parameter and γ > 0.

In fact, if g(·) is a non-negative and non-decreasing function, then κ(x,y) =
∑d

j=1 g(min(xj , yj))

is PD in R (e.g., g(x) = eγx in Eqn. 7). Other examples of a valid g(·) include the logistic function

g(x) = 1
1+e−x and the hyperbolic tangent function g(x) = tanh(x) = e2x−1

e2x+1 .

C. Feature space based interpretation

There is a more intuitive way to illustrate that HIK is a Mercer kernel when the histograms only

contain non-negative integers. Given a d dimensional histogram x, whose elements are all smaller than

or equal to an upper bound v̄. Following [9], one can define a mapping B : N→ Rv̄ as

B(x) = [ 1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
x times

, 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
v̄−x times

], (8)

i.e., B(x) is the unary representation of an integer x. Then, the feature space spanned by κHI is dv̄

dimensional, and a vector x ∈ Nd is mapped to B(x) = [B(x1), · · · , B(xd) ] ∈ Rdv̄. This fact is easy

to prove because xy = min(x, y) when x, y ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, κHI(x,y) = B(x)TB(y).

Given a dataset {(xi, yi)}ni=1, we assume that the elements of xi are non-negative integers not larger

than v̄, and yi ∈ {−1,+1} in this paper. An HIK SVM classifier will be

f(q) =

n∑
i=1

αiyiκHI(q,xi)− θ, (9)
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in which αi are the Lagrange multipliers. Note that if we set ci = αiyi, this equation has the same

computational complexity as that of Eqn. 1.

If we define constant values ci = αiyi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a matrix T ∈ Rd × Rv̄ as:

Tj,k =
∑

i:k≥xi,j

cixi,j + k
∑

i:k<xi,j

ci, (10)

it is shown in [5] that

f(q) =

d∑
j=1

Tj,qj − θ. (11)

Intuitively, the matrix T is a lookup table, consisting of precomputed values. Let us focus on a specific

dimension j (1 ≤ j ≤ d). For any training or testing example q, its j-th dimension qj can only take value

from the set {0, 1, . . . , v̄}. Since
∑n

i=1 ciκHI(q,xi) =
∑n

i=1

∑d
j=1 min(qj , xi,j), the summands that are

related to the j-th dimension forms a partial sum
∑n

i=1 min(qj , xi,j).

Then, the training examples are separated into two subsets. One subset is formed by those xi satisfying

k ≥ xi,j , which will each contribute xi,j to the partial sum because min(k, xi,j) = xi,j . That is, this set

is formed by examples whose indexes are from the set {i : k ≥ xi,j}. The other subset consists of those

xi with k < xi,j , which will each contribute k to the partial sum. It is easy to verify that Tj,k is the

precomputed value of the partial sum focusing on the j-th dimension.

Because of the additive property of HIK, simply by summing up the partial sums for all dimensions,

Eqn. 11 can reduce a seemingly O(nd) computation in Eqn. 9 to O(d) steps.

We then show that the feature space based interpretation can be used together with the precomputed

table T to improve HIK SVM training speed. Now consider the dataset {(B(xi), yi)}ni=1, i.e., we study

the same problem in the feature space instead of in the original input space. We know that a linear SVM

for this new problem must give an equivalent answer to Eqn. 11 (and Eqn. 9 at the same time). Let us

assume that a linear SVM in the feature space results in the solution vector w = [w1, · · · ,wd] ∈ Rdv̄.

We must have

f(q) = wTB(q)− θ

=

d∑
j=1

wT
j B(qj)− θ. (12)

for any integer vector q with 0 ≤ qj ≤ v̄,∀j.

Comparing Eqn. 12 and 11, we get that

wT
j B(qj) = Tj,qj (13)
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must hold for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, qj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , v̄}, and all possible values of d. In other words, we

have

Tj,k =

k∑
t=1

wj,t, (14)

for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , v̄}. Note that we assume Tj,0 = 0 for all j.

In short, there is a bijection between the lookup table T and the decision boundary w in the feature

space. The key benefit of using the matrix T is that we do not need to explicitly store {B(xi)}ni=1. Also,

Eqn. 11 only requires O(d) steps.

Eqn. 14 is in fact closely related to the matrix R. According to Eqn. 5, R−1 is an upper triangular

matrix, with all its non-zero entries being 1. Thus, (R−1)T is a lower-triangular matrix filled with values

0 and 1. If we define tj = (Tj,1, . . . , Tj,v̄), then, we have

tj =


wj,1

wj,1 + wj,2
...

wj,1 + · · ·+ wj,v̄

 =


1 0 . . . 0

1 1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

1 1 . . . 1




wj,1

wj,2
...

wj,v̄


= (R−1)Twj . (15)

In the following, we will show how the feature space based interpretation contributes to a fast HIK

SVM training method, that is, the proposed ICD algorithm.

D. ICD: Intersection Coordinate Descent

After quantizing the dataset to integers (with maximum feature value v̄), we will solve a linear SVM

problem in the feature space Rdv̄. However, instead of creating and storing B(xi) ∈ Rdv̄, i = 1, . . . , n, we

will make use of data structures like the table T to carry out computations in the input space Nd. We do

not need to re-encode the input data as the PWLSGD method [11] or the feature mapping approach [14]

does.

Our method is based on the fast linear SVM solver in LIBLINEAR [12], which uses a dual coor-

dinate descent method. Given a dataset {(xi, yi)}ni=1, its corresponding dataset in the feature space is

{(B(xi), yi)}ni=1. A linear SVM in the feature space solves the following problem (without a bias term,

following [12] with necessary changes: we are now working with B(xi) instead of xi):

min
w

1

2
wTw + C

n∑
i=1

ξ (w;B(xi), yi) , (16)
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Algorithm 1 A theoretical HIK SVM training algorithm
1: Given α and correspondingly w =

∑
i αiyiB(xi)

2: while α is not optimal do

3: for i = 1, . . . , n do

4: G = yiw
TB(xi)− 1 +Diiαi

5: PG =


min(G, 0) if αi = 0

max(G, 0) if αi = U

G if 0 < αi < U

6: if |PG| 6= 0 then

7: ᾱi ← αi

8: αi ← min(max(αi −G/Q̄ii, 0), U)

9: w ← w + (αi − ᾱi)yiB(xi)

10: end if

11: end for

12: end while

where ξ (w;B(xi), yi) = max(1−yiwTB(xi), 0) is the hinge loss. The parameter C controls a trade-off

between maximum margin and minimum empirical errors on the training set.

Eqn. 16 is equivalent to the following dual form:

min
α

g(α) =
1

2
αT Q̄α− 1Tα

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ U, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (17)

with U = C, Q̄ = Q, Qii′ = yiyi′B(xi)
TB(xi′) = yiyi′κHI(xi,xi′), α ∈ Rn and w =

∑
i αiyiB(xi) ∈

Rdv̄. 1 is the vector with every entry being 1.

The dual problem is solved using coordinate descent in [12]. The values of αi are updated sequentially

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. When updating αi, a new α′i is chosen such that it will reduce g(α) by the largest

amount, while still in the range [0 U ]. The discriminant function w is then incremented by (α′i −

αi)yiB(xi), i.e., updated using the i-th data point B(xi). A theoretical algorithm to solve SVM in the

feature space is shown in Algorithm 1 following [12].

The coordinate descent method can solve linear SVM optimization very fast, sometimes with 4 order of

magnitude speedup compared with general purpose SVM solvers. However, we will not use this algorithm
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in practice. The main difficulty of applying Algorithm 1 directly is to compute line 1, 4, and 9 without

explicitly constructing the high dimensional vectors w and B(xi).

Instead, we will use the table T . Consequently, we do not need to compute line 1 because there is a

bijection between w and T . We simply initialize all elements of T to 0, which is equivalent to initialize

w to 0.

Similarly, Eqn. 11 is used to efficiently compute wTB(xi) in O(d) steps, which makes line 4 easy to

compute. The remaining difficulty is then how to update w, or equivalently, how to update T because

we do not store w.

Let us denote (αi − ᾱi)yi as δαi
. Then, the change of w is ∆w = δαi

B(xi), or equivalently,

∆wj,t = δαi
B(xi,j)t, (18)

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d and 1 ≤ t ≤ v̄, where B(xi,j)t is the t-th element of B(xi,j).

Using Eqn. 14, it is easy to find that

∆Tj,k =

k∑
t=1

∆wj,t

=

k∑
t=1

δαi
B(xi,j)t

= δαi

k∑
t=1

B(xi,j)t

= δαi
min(xi,j , k). (19)

The last line follows from the identity
∑k

t=1B(x)t = min(x, k) which is based on the definition of B(·).

In summary, solving an HIK SVM optimization can be done using the dual coordinate descent approach.

The computations are carried out on the original histograms instead of in the high dimensional feature

space, which maintains the fast training speed. The HIK SVM training algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2,

in which we assume that Tj,0 = 0 for any j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. We will refer to Algorithm 2 as the ICD

method: Intersection Coordinate Descent.

A test example q can be classified in O(d) steps (Eqn. 11), which has the same complexity as that of

a linear SVM.

E. Generalize ICD to use with more additive kernels

Now we will generalize Algorithm 2 to solve a range of extensions of HIK. As discussed in Sec. III-B,

if g(·) is a non-negative and non-decreasing function, then κ(x,y) =
∑d

j=1 g(min(xj , yj)) is PD in R.
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Algorithm 2 ICD: A method for training HIK SVM
{Replace the following lines in Algorithm 1, the remaining lines of Algorithm 1 will be omitted here.}

line 1′: Tj,k ← 0, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, k ∈ {1, . . . , v̄}

line 4′: G = yi
∑d

j=1 Tj,xi,j
− 1 +Diiαi

line 9′: Tj,k ← Tj,k + (αi − ᾱi)yi min(xi,j , k), ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, k ∈ {1, . . . , v̄}

One particular example of g(·) that we are interested in is g(x) = eγx, which results in what we call the

exponential HIK (eHIK in Eqn. 7).

This extension is motivated by the following observation. Suppose we have three scalar examples:

x1 = 1, x2 = 99, and x3 = 100. Obviously κHI(x2, x1) = 1 and κHI(x2, x3) = 99. However, it is not

reasonable to say that the similarity between x2 and x3 is 99 times higher than that between x2 and

x1. In other words, the scale of HIK similarity values is usually not reasonable, especially when we are

dealing with integer-valued histograms. A non-linear mapping g(·) is preferred if the following ratio is

relatively small:

r(g) =
supx∈U g(x)

infx∈U g(x)
, (20)

in which U is a finite range.

For quantized histograms, we can assume that U = [0 v̄]. The original HIK corresponds to g(x) = x,

and r(g) = ∞. For exponential HIK, we have g(x) = eγx and r(g) = eγv̄. Thus, r(g) = e ≈ 2.718 if

we choose γ = 1/v̄.

Eqn. 1 and the table T (Eqn. 10) can be generalized with different g(·) functions as

n∑
i=1

ci

 d∑
j=1

g (min(qj , xi,j))

 , (21)

and

Tj,k =
∑

i:k≥xi,j

cig(xi,j) + g(k)
∑

i:k<xi,j

ci. (22)

In Algorithm 2, the weights ci are set to be αiyi, and we need a way to quickly update T if the value

of αi is changed to a new value α′i. Fortunately, using the same derivations as Eqn. 19, it can also be

generalized as

∆Tj,k = δαi
g (min(xi,j , k)) , (23)

i.e., Eqn. 19 is a special case of Eqn. 23 when g(x) = x. The proof of Eqn. 23 is as follows. Let ᾱi and

αi being the old and new Lagrange multiplier value for the i-th example (other elements of α remain
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Algorithm 3 Generalized ICD algorithm
{Replace the following lines in Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2, the remaining lines will be omitted here.}

{Line 1: Initialize T , and precompute x̃i,j and g̃k}

line 1.1′: Tj,k ← 0, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, k ∈ {1, . . . , v̄}

line 1.2′ x̃i,j = eγxi,j ,∀i, j

line 1.3′ g̃k = eγk, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , v̄}

line 4′: G = yi
∑d

j=1 Tj,xi,j
− 1 +Diiαi

line 9′: Tj,k ← Tj,k + (αi − ᾱi)yi min(x̃i,j , g̃k),∀j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, k ∈ {1, . . . , v̄}

unchanged), and as before we denote (αi − ᾱi)yi as δαi
. If k < xi,j , the first part of Tj,k does not

change, and the second part is changed by δαi
g(k). Similarly, if k ≥ xi,j , the second part of Tj,k remain

unchanged, but its first component is incremented by δαi
g(xi,j). Since

min(xi,j , k) =


k if k < xi,j

xi,j if k ≥ xi,j
, (24)

we conclude that ∆Tj,k = δαi
g (min(xi,j , k)).

Now we have all the components to extend ICD for fast training of generalized HIK, which is shown

in Algorithm 3.

Since we precompute and store g(xi,j) and g(k) into x̃i,j and g̃k, this step is only performed once

in Algorithm 3. The gradient computation step (line 4) does not change, and the classifier update step

(line 9) in Algorithm 3 is as fast as that in Algorithm 2. In general, the generalized ICD algorithm will

be as efficient as the ICD algorithm itself.

F. Comparing ICD with other feature mapping methods

ICD and its generalization are based on the quantization of feature values. The PWLSGD method

belongs to the quantization based category too, although a different quantization scheme is used.

Recently, a feature mapping method was proposed to approximate kernel evaluation and to train SVM

quickly for a set of additive kernels [14]. For two histograms, an additive kernel κ has the following

form

κ(x,y) =

d∑
j=1

k(xj , yj), (25)
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and [14] requires k(·, ·) to be PD in R+ and homogeneous, i.e., k(cx, cy) = ck(x, y) for all c ≥ 0. HIK

is a typical example of a k(·, ·) that satisfies these properties. Another such kernel used in [14] is the χ2

kernel k(x, y) = 2xy
x+y .

Since k(·, ·) is PD, there exists a mapping φ such that k(x, y) = φ(x)Tφ(y) for all x and y. However,

the mapping φ can map a scalar x to a very high or even infinite dimensional φ(x). It is showed that,

for homogeneous k(·, ·), it is possible to find a mapping φ̃ : R 7→ RN such that k(x, y) ≈ φ̃(x)T φ̃(y). A

d dimensional SVM with an additive, homogeneous kernel κ is now converted into a Nd dimensional

linear SVM problem, which can be solved efficiently. Experiments in [14] showed that even for a small

N , the feature mapping approach can achieve similar or even slightly better results than the original

kernel SVM.

The feature mapping approach was compared with, and showed advantages over PWLSGD in [14].

ICD requires the same amount of memory to store the classifier as feature mapping when N = v̄. We

will empirically compare the training time and testing accuracy of feature mapping and ICD in Sec. IV.

G. ICD implementation details: `2-loss, primal, multi-class, convergence, and more

The ICD algorithms (including its generalization) are provided inside the libHIK package. Beyond

Algorithms 2 and 3 introduced in this paper, fast HIK SVM training method using the `2-loss, in the

primal space, and for multi-class are also provided. We briefly discuss some important implementation

issues in this section.

ICD and its generalization can use the `2-loss function ξ(w;xi, yi) = max(1 − yiwTxi, 0)2, simply

by setting U =∞, Q̄ = Q+D, D being diagonal and Dii = 1
2C in Eqn. 17.

We can accelerate the solving of the primal problem (Eqn. 16) using the same idea of ICD. We maintain

both w and the table T during training. There is no need to explicitly create B(xi). Primal methods are

preferred when d� n.

We can solve multi-class problems using the one vs. rest strategy. In addition, the Crammer-Singer

formulation [24] for HIK SVM can also be greatly accelerated by implicit feature space computations

using Eqn. 11. We prefer one vs. rest and the Crammer-Singer formulation because the classifiers will

use O(mdv̄) memory where m is the number of classes. For problems with many classes, e.g., Caltech

101 [25], the one vs. one strategy will generate too many classifiers to be stored (O(m2dv̄) memory).

Random permuting and shrinking are helpful techniques in SVM training. Because we are implicitly

solving a linear SVM, we can apply both techniques without harming the convergence property of the
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algorithm. The global convergence Theorem 1 of [12] readily applies to ICD: ICD obtains an ε-accurate

solution in O(log 1
ε ) iterations.

In ICD, there are dv̄ numbers to change when updating each αi, while in linear SVM we only need

to update d numbers. However, in practice we do not need to update all these dv̄ numbers. If v̄j is

the maximum feature value in dimension j, then we only need to update Tj,k, k = 1, . . . , v̄j for the

j-th dimension. We usually observe that v̄j < v̄. Furthermore, ICD requires a much smaller number of

iterations to converge than that of linear SVM. On many real world datasets, ICD converges within 30

iterations, while linear SVM is not converged after 1000 iterations. Thus, the training time of ICD is

much faster than v̄ times of the linear SVM training time. On some difficult datasets, ICD is even faster

than LIBLINEAR (cf. Sec. IV).

H. Quantization strategy for ICD

When the feature vectors are not natural integer histograms or having a large v̄ value, we use a simple

method to quantize them so that we can apply ICD. Given a dataset, we find vmin, the minimum feature

value in the training set. We also find vmax, which is the 97.5-th percentile of all training feature values.2

A feature value v is quantized to the range [0 v̄]:

v → (int)
(
v̄ × v − vmin

vmax − vmin

)
. (26)

With this simple quantization strategy, we can apply ICD to a much broader range of problems (e.g.,

whose feature vectors are not natural histograms and/or have negative feature values).

The number of quantization bins, v̄, not only affects the training time and storage requirements. It is

also directly related to the accuracy of trained classifiers. Obviously a too small v̄ value (e.g., v̄ = 1)

will result in low accuracy. However, it is also adverse to have a large v̄. A large v̄ will eventually cause

over-fitting and uses more memory and CPU cycles. Our experiments show that a small v̄ value (e.g.,

v̄ = 3) is sufficient in many problems.

I. Analyzing the effect of C in ICD

Choosing a proper C is a crucial step for SVM to achieve high accuracy. It is usually achieved by

using cross-validation, which is very time consuming or even infeasible in large scale problems.

2We do not use the maximum feature value as vmax because in image classification it may have an artificial mode at the

largest feature value. For example, in the densely sampled bag of visual words model, possibly more than half of the image

patches will be mapped to the visual word that corresponds to a uniform image region.
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We choose C = 10−3 as the default value for ICD, and this default value works well for most problems.

Empirical studies of the effects of C will be presented in Sec. IV, which support our choice. We will,

however, present some theoretical analyses first.

Let us consider a relaxed version of Eqn. 17:

min
α

1

2
αT Q̄α− 1Tα s.t. α � 0, (27)

that is, we temporarily ignore the constraint xi ≤ U = C. The optimality conditions for this relaxed

problem are [26]:

α � 0, Q̄α � 1, αi((Q̄α)i − 1) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

Let α+ be the non-zero Lagrange multipliers, and Q̄+ be the kernel matrix associated with these

support vectors. These conditions specify that

α+Q̄+ = 1. (28)

The feature space of HIK and RBF are very high dimensional: dv̄ and ∞, respectively. It is reasonable

to assume that Q̄+ is full rank for both kernels. We then have α+ = Q̄−1
+ 1.

Let Q̄+ =
∑

i λieie
T
i be the eigen-decomposition of Q̄+, in which λi and ei are eigenvalues and

eigenvectors, respectively. Since
∑

i αi = ‖α‖`1 = ‖α+‖`1 = 1Tα+ = 1T Q̄−1
+ 1, we have∑

i

αi = 1T
∑
i

λ−1
i eie

T
i 1 =

∑
i

λ−1
i (1Tei)

2. (29)

The sum of values inside one eigenvector, 1Tei, in practice is mostly independent of the number of

support vectors or the kernel used. Fig. 1a shows the distribution of a scene recognition dataset (using

only the first two classes, cf. Sec. IV for more details on this dataset) using HIK, and a kernel matrix

generated using the RBF kernel and random feature values. In various experiments, 1Tei have similar

distributions: center around zero and stay in a small range (-5 to 5).

Thus, the value
∑

i αi mainly depends on the spectral property of Q̄+: the distribution of its eigenvalues

λi. Fig. 1b shows the eigenvalue distribution of HIK and RBF in the scene recognition dataset. HIK kernel

matrices lead to much larger eigenvalues than RBF kernel matrices. Note that the same input is used for

both HIK and RBF (all feature values in [0 1]). If the input data is quantized for HIK, the HIK eigenvalues

will be even larger. Consequently,
∑

i αi of HIK is much smaller than that of RBF. Similarly, maxi αi

in HIK is much smaller than in RBF. In fact, in the experiments we conducted, maxi αi ranges from

0.001 to 0.01 using HIK, but up to several thousands using RBF.
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Fig. 1. Eigen properties of different kernel matrices.

Let α∗ denote the value maxi αi for Eqn. 27 using HIK. Now we add back the constraint xi ≤ C. So

long as C ≥ α∗, the solution to Eqn. 27 will be the same as that of the original version Eqn. 17. That

is, further increasing C after C = α∗ will not alter the global minimum.

A C value smaller than α∗ is usually too small and leads to an overly large empirical error (that

is, under-fitting). As empirically shown in Sec. IV, when C < α∗, increasing C usually improves

classification.

Since α∗ is smaller than 0.01 (or 0.001) in most cases, by choosing a default value C = 0.001 in

ICD, we can avoid the under-fitting situation. C > 0.001 will not increase the accuracy if α∗ ≤ 0.001,

but will increase the training time. Thus, we recommend that in the ICD algorithm, it is not necessary

to run the expensive cross-validation procedure to choose C. The default value C = 0.001 is usually a

good choice. In this sense, we say that ICD is not sensitive to the C parameter in SVM.3

RBF kernel, however, does not have this convenience. α∗ for RBF is usually much larger and a search

for the optimal C using cross-validation is inevitable. Similarly, for the dot-product kernel, Q̄+ might

not be invertible and gives large α∗ values.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conducted several sets of experiments to test various aspects of the ICD algorithm and the

exponential HIK generalization eICD. First we compare ICD with PWLSGD (Sec. IV-A), a stochastic

3However, nothing prevents performing cross-validation based selection of C in ICD, if that is preferred.
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method. The second set of experiments are performed to study the effect the ICD parameter C and the

quantization parameter v̄ (Sec. IV-B). Our empirical results show that ICD is not sensitive to the C

parameter in practice (that is, the default value works well). We then test ICD on a large scale pedestrian

detection dataset (Sec. IV-C). The fourth set of experiments deal with three different object and scene

recognition problems in computer vision and one huge web spam detection problem (Sec. IV-D).

In addition to comparing with PWLSGD, other methods are also compared with ICD: 1) dual coordinate

descent linear SVM in LIBLINEAR; 2) SVM solvers in LIBSVM with linear (LIN), RBF, and HIK

kernels, respectively; 3) the feature mapping approach with χ2 and HIK kernels; and 4) exponential HIK

generalization of ICD (eICD).

We compare with the feature mapping method of [14] whenever possible. Feature mapping is carried

out using the VLFeat library [27] provided by the authors of [14]. N = 3 (from [14]) is always used for

feature mapping and the subsequent linear SVM training is through LIBLINEAR with cross-validated

C optimal value. We choose v̄ = N so that comparisons between feature mapping and ICD are fair.

v̄ = N = 3 is used if a different value is not explicitly specified.

It is shown in [14] that feature mapping is faster than, and has similar accuracy with the kernel PCA

approach in [20]. Thus, we did not compare ICD with the kernel PCA method.

Before applying ICD, we use Eqn. 26 to quantize a problem if necessary. The one vs. rest strategy is

used for multi-class problems. The default value C = 0.001 is used in the ICD, exponential HIK ICD,

or LIBSVM+HIK methods. Note that for all other competing methods, a cross-validation procedure is

performed to find the optimal SVM parameter for these methods. This choice makes our comparisons

fair (at least) to the compared methods. Parameters are searched in a grid with range C ∈ [2−11 215], γ ∈

[2−11 23], with (multiplicative) step size 22.

For γ in exponential HIK, we simply use γ = 1/v̄ for all experiments. We use quantized data in

LIBSVM+HIK as well as in ICD and eICD, since we want to compare these three HIK solvers using

exactly the same data.

Some datasets are large scale so that it may take too long to train for some methods. Some datasets

are too large to store the mapped features in memory in the feature mapping method. In these cases n/a

is showed for these dataset / learner combinations.

A. Comparing ICD with PWLSGD

PWLSGD [11] is a recent stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method for fast HIK SVM training. In

this section we compare ICD with PWLSGD, using the software and datasets provided with [11].
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TABLE I

COMPARING ICD WITH PWLSGD.

ICD PWLSGD LIBLINEAR

9.5 s 51.62% 166.0 s 49.90% 134.0 s 44.29%

eICD LIBSVM+RBF LIBSVM+LIN

11.1 s 47.85% 16.1 s 43.23% 15.4 s 40.66%

LIBSVM+HIK mapping+χ2 mapping+HIK

16.2 s 48.51% 42.4 s 51.02% 37.7 s 51.29

Note that in PWLSGD, we use the SVM parameters that are carefully chosen by its authors. While in

ICD we simply use the default value C = 10−3. PWLSGD provides sample data on Caltech 101 [25].

We report in Table I the results when 15 training and 15 testing examples are used in each category.

Following the setup of PWLSGD, we set v̄ = N = 15 (same as the number of quantization bins used in

PWLSGD).

For every method, we show the training time (in seconds) followed by the classification accuracy. As

shown in Table I, ICD not only reduces training time by a large percentage, it also has higher classification

accuracies, despite the fact that we do not tune the C parameter in ICD.

One observation is that the HIK (or exponential HIK) and the χ2 kernel have higher performances

than the linear or the RBF kernel in these problems whose features are histograms. Another interesting

phenomenon is that ICD has much faster speed than LIBLINEAR, which seems to be controversial.

ICD has similar algorithmic structure to the dual coordinate descent solver in LIBLINEAR, and requires

more computations than LIBLINEAR in every iteration. However, ICD is faster in these datasets because

empirically ICD requires much fewer iterations to converge. For example, only about 8 iterations are

required for ICD to converge (averaged over 101 classes). LIBLINEAR usually did not converge after

1000 iterations.

B. Effect of the parameters C and v̄ in ICD

In the second set of experiments, we empirically show some nice properties of ICD: default values of

them lead to accuracy rates that are close to the optimal one in many cases.

We first empirically evaluate the effect of the C SVM parameter. In Fig. 2a, we show the Caltech 101

(the dataset that is used in PWLSGD, cf., Sec. IV-A) results for PWLSGD and ICD when different C

values are used. The C value ranges from 10−6 to 103 (changing with a multiplicative step size 10), and
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other experimental setup followed the same procedure as described in Sec. IV-A.

The ICD accuracies show a nice pattern: its accuracy generally increases when C increases, however,

the improvements after C = 0.001 is almost negligible. We do not observe performance drop at high

C value either, which fits well with the analyses in Sec. III-I. This pattern is not only observed in the

PWLSGD Caltech 101 dataset, but almost all datasets we experimented with. Thus, we set C = 0.001

as the default value for ICD. This property means that in many cases we can ignore the expensive

cross-validation parameter selection process, which is a practical advantage of ICD.

Not all methods for HIK SVM can use a default C value and achieve high accuracy rates. The same

experiments are performed for the PWLSGD method, whose λ parameter (corresponding to C in ICD)

are varied from 10−6 to 103. As shown in Fig. 2a, the accuracies of PWLSGD are not monotone, and they

vary a lot with the λ value (also are usually lower than ICD’s accuracies). A cross-validation procedure

is needed to find optimal λ parameter for PWLSGD, which is time consuming. Another observation is

that PWLSGD has an 0.99% accuracy after log10 λ ≥ 1 (or λ ≥ 10). This means that after λ ≥ 10,

PWLSGD classifies examples from all the 101 classes to a single class.

The insensitivity to C is a property of the histogram intersection kernel instead of a particular SVM

solver, as we discussed in Sec. III-I. Our conjecture about why PWLSGD does not have this property is

that PWLSGD is a stochastic method which does not necessarily converge to the global minimum. We

also observed that the feature mapping approach has similar behaviors as ICD when C changes, which

indicates that the feature mapping approach approximates HIK with high accuracy.

The second comparison is the change of training time at different C value, which is shown in Fig. 2b.

ICD used almost the same amount of training time in the entire C range. The ICD training time in the

same training set is mostly determined by the number of iterations required before convergence. We can

conclude that ICD does not require drastically more iterations when C increases. In fact, after C ≥ α∗,

ICD should have the same training time. Fig. 2a also shows that PWLSGD requires more training time

when C increases, and its training time is much higher than ICD.

Next we empirically evaluate the effect of v̄, the number of quantization bins in ICD. We experimented

with 8 different values: v̄ ∈ {2, 4, 7, 14, 24, 49, 99, 199}. While v̄ = 2 is a very rough quantization (only

allowing feature values being 0, 1, or 2), v̄ = 199 is a fine-scaled quantization that should be more than

enough for most applications.

Fig. 2c shows accuracies on the 15 class scene recognition dataset (cf. Sec. IV-D for details). The

variations of accuracies are moderate, with ≤ 2% difference between the highest and the lowest. This

phenomenon suggests that ICD (or eICD) is relatively not sensitive to v̄. A small v̄ is then appreciated
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Fig. 2. Effect of the SVM parameter C and the quantization parameter v̄.

since it means less storage for the classifier and less training time (the storage requirement for the training

data is not affected by v̄). In some difficult datasets, however, it is possible that a larger v̄ is required.

Interestingly, eICD shows excellent performance at small v̄ values. The accuracy of eICD peaked at

v̄ = 7, and gradually decreases. On the other hand, ICD’s performance gradually improves when v̄

increases. The difference between v̄ = 7 and v̄ = 199, though, is smaller than 1%.

Fig. 2d shows the training time required for different v̄ value, ICD and eICD has indistinguishable

training time. The training time increases approximately linearly with v̄.

C. Results on pedestrian detection

Next, we use the INRIA pedestrian dataset [2] to evaluate ICD in a large scale problem. We use the

256 dimensional CENTRIST [28] visual descriptor as our base feature descriptor. A 108 × 36 image

patch is divided into 9 × 4 blocks. Any neighboring 2 × 2 blocks are formed into a super-block. The
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TABLE II

RESULTS ON INRIA PEDESTRIAN.

Time Accuracy Iterations

ICD 21 s 98.23% 11.4

eICD 28 s 98.12% 13.0

LIBLINEAR 403 s 94.37% 1000

mapping+χ2 237 s 97.39% 37.0

mapping+HIK 202 s 97.36% 28.6

concatenation of CENTRIST in all super-blocks generates a feature vector that has 6,144 dimensions.

This feature vector is a natural histogram with v̄ = 352. However, we still quantize it to v̄ = 3. We

evaluate the SVM training algorithms in a difficult dataset that is the result of bootstrapping the INRIA

dataset (using the procedures in [2]). There are 30,711 examples. This dataset is mostly dense, resulting

in a large scale problem with approximately 82 million non-zero values.

We compare ICD (eICD) with LIBLINEAR and feature mapping. Five-fold cross validation is ap-

plied. The total training time, average accuracy, and average number of iterations needed to finish the

optimization are reported in Table II. We set C = 0.001 in all methods in Table II.

One interesting observation from Table II is that ICD and eICD only takes about 5-6% of the training

time of LIBLINEAR. This is related to the number of iterations which is required to terminate the SVM

optimization. HIK SVM has higher discrimination capability than a linear SVM, and ICD/eICD usually

requires a small number of iterations to converge in practice.4 In summary, ICD scales well to large

problems, and is particularly suitable when the feature vectors are natural histograms.

It is also interesting to compare with general purpose SVM learners with linear, RBF, or the histogram

intersection kernel. However, on this large scale dataset, general purpose SVM solvers (e.g., LIBSVM)

requires more than 10 hours to converge. This fact makes these solvers impractical for this large problem.

The feature mapping approach improves in terms of both speed and accuracy over LIBLINEAR. However,

its training time is much longer than ICD in this problem.

4LIBLINEAR terminates when the iteration number is 1000. So the actual iterations needed for convergence is higher than

1000 in this problem.
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TABLE III

RESULTS ON VARIOUS VISION AND WEB PROBLEMS.

caltech scene sports webspam

Time Acc Time Acc Time Acc Time Acc

ICD 6.3 s 59.69% 1.3 s 82.04% 0.6 s 81.46% 16.0 s 88.19%

eICD 6.2 s 60.74% 1.4 s 82.75% 0.6 s 81.25% 20.6 s 92.98%

LIBSVM+HIK 55.1 s 52.82% 28.5 s 80.80% 8.1 s 81.04% n/a

mapping+χ2 11.2 s 62.08% 1.7 s 82.58% 0.7 s 80.21% 68.2 s 91.51%

mapping+HIK 11.0 s 61.78% 1.7 s 81.91% 0.7 s 81.04% 65.6 s 91.10%

LIBLINEAR 4.1 s 54.11% 0.7 s 75.48% 0.2 s 76.67% 28.5 s 92.61%

LIBSVM+LIN 54.5 s 51.32% 27.6 s 76.82% 6.9 s 78.75% n/a

LIBSVM+RBF 55.7 s 53.36% 31.5 s 79.73% 8.2 s 76.46% n/a

D. Results on object, scene, and spam recognition

In this section, we evaluate ICD in 4 more benchmark problems. Three of these problems are image &

vision benchmark datasets: Caltech 101 [25], 15 class scene recognition [29], and 8 class sport events [30].

Images are represented using the bag of visual words model, and feature vectors are generated by

libHIK [5] with k-means visual codebooks. The results from the first train/test split of libHIK are reported.

Note that the Caltech 101 features are different than those used in Sec. IV-A. The fourth dataset is the

webspam problem downloaded from LIBSVM dataset collection. webspam is a large binary problem

contains 350,000 examples and 16,609,143 feature dimensions to detect Web spams, which is used here

to show the scalability of ICD. We have to compute the feature mapping on-line for this dataset. Five-

fold cross-validation results are reported for this dataset. We use default parameters for ICD, eICD, and

LIBSVM+HIK, but use cross-validation to choose SVM parameters for other methods.

For results of the eight methods compared in Table III, we analyze them from three aspects:

1) Accuracy. Both the HIK and the χ2 kernel have higher accuracies than the linear or RBF kernel.

ICD, eICD, and the feature mapping method have similar accuracies in these datasets. And they

have slightly better performances than the general purpose LIBSVM solver (with HIK). The Caltech

101 dataset shows an exception where LIBSVM+HIK is clearly inferior. This might be due to the

fact that there are 101 classes in this problem, while the one vs. one strategy of LIBSVM is not

suitable for handling large number of classes.

2) Training Speed. In terms of training time, LIBLINEAR is the fastest in three problems. ICD/eICD
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closely follow LIBLINEAR, using roughly two times the training time of LIBLINEAR. In the large

webspam problem, ICD/eICD is even faster than LIBLINEAR.

ICD/eICD is faster than the feature mapping approaches and LIBSVM. It is also worth noting that

the feature vectors are d = 6, 200 dimensional in the three vision problems, while the training

set size n of these three problems ranges from 560 to 1515. Dual space algorithms (including

ICD) is not effective while d� n. However, ICD is still faster than all compared methods except

LIBLINEAR.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our contributions in this paper are two fold. First, we give an intuitive interpretation of the compu-

tational method that accelerates the kernel evaluation of HIK. Based on this interpretation, we propose

ICD, a fast, accurate, and scalable HIK SVM solver. ICD is also extended to solve SVM problems with

generalized HIK kernels. Second, we present an empirical observation that ICD is not sensitive to the

C parameter in SVM, that is, it achieves high accuracies using the default value C = 0.001 on many

datasets. We also discussed theoretical explanations for this empirical observation.

As a summary of the theoretical analyses and experimental results, we list the advantages and limitations

ICD:

+ Speed: ICD trains much faster than general purpose SVM solvers. It also trains faster than two

recent methods (PWLSGD and feature mapping). The testing speed has the same complexity as

linear classifiers.

+ Not sensitive to C: Accuracy of ICD generally increases with the SVM parameter C. However, a

large C does not lead to low accuracy. Furthermore, improvements after C = 0.001 is small. This

empirical observation is particularly attractive on huge datasets where cross validation parameter

selection is infeasible–we can simply set C = 0.001 and expect high accuracy rates.

+ Scalability: It scales easily to large problems, and is most efficient for problems with a medium

number of feature dimensions and a huge number of training examples. Many image and vision

problems fit into this category.

+ Accuracy: ICD has comparable accuracies to general purpose SVM solvers and the feature mapping

approach. It has slightly higher accuracies than the stochastic PWLSGD solver.

- Storage: One binary classifier requires dv̄ space in ICD. The table T increases the storage cost,

especially when d is large, and when the problem contains a large number of classes. Fortunately,

v̄ = 3 is sufficient for many problems whose features are histograms.
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- Quantization: The need for quantization introduces additional costs (although this cost is trivial and

thus negligible.)

There are possible directions to address certain limitations of the proposed method. For example, we

can make the table T sparse, which will answer the storage problem at the cost of a reasonable increase

in training and testing time. Furthermore, we can explore adaptive quantization methods to achieve better

quantized feature vectors (and higher accuracies.)

One final note is about the performance comparison between HIK and the χ2 kernel. Some work

(e.g., [14]) showed that χ2 has slightly better accuracies than HIK. However, as shown by experiments in

our work, there is no clear winner between χ2 and HIK. It is worthwhile to have a large-scale, extensive

empirical study that compares these two kernels, especially in the domain of SVM classification and

clustering.
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